Joystick Options

The Stealth Products line of joysticks are some the most precise, robust, multiple axis, proportional controllers available for use on a power wheelchair. Through the use of i-Drive technology and software, the joysticks reaction to movement can be fine-tuned so the slightest change offers precision control translated to a voltage signal output.

Mounting and Hardware Options

I-Drive Control Harness

A Sleek Stealth Design and Appearance Available in Pediatric, Small, Medium, and Large. An orbital compression mount and Stealth’s proven, highly adjustable, LINK style hardware along with the addition of the track system allows for unmatched targeted positioning. This will enable the most optimal driving experience.
i-Drive 4.0 is the most advanced wheelchair drive control to date! Designed around a proprietary Central Processing Unit (CPU) and the Advanced Programming Software (APS), this combination of hardware and software brings state of the art technology to the alternative drive control industry.

What's NEW with i-Drive 4.0:
- Bluetooth Programming - iOS Apple Store - Android Play Store - Windows BT
- Bluetooth Remote Stop
- Smart Input Connector - Recognizes inputs connected
- Sip-and-Puff - Two step function with proportional breath control

Now introducing Bluetooth built in, this allows for seamless programming and future connectivity. We are excited to also offer smart ports that recognize if something is plugged into the i-Drive system, this allows for easy troubleshooting.

I-Drive Advanced Programming Software
I-Drive 4.0 offers downloadable applications for easier set-up and management on your laptop, smart phone, or tablet. The applications can be downloaded from the app store for Apple, Android, and Windows. The Remote Stop app will be available from the app stores as well.

I-Drive Head Array Systems

Tri-Array Series
Designed with our Combo Series head positioning system, the Tri-Array provides great comfort with great support for a head array, and comes standard with three proximity sensors and an egg switch for mode change/reset. The Tri-Array is an extraordinary choice for drive control and head support.

The Tri-Array is designed with less in mind. With its sleek design and few exposed wires, the Tri-Array is non obstructive and simple to use.

Ultra-Pro Series
The Pro Series i-Drive Head Control System is our most adjustable head array. It comes standard with two Swing Aways, three proximity sensor pads, and an egg switch for mode change/reset. Stealth’s i-Drive is styled to be sleek and unobtrusive, designed so you can see the client, not the hardware.

The Ultra Pro is customizable and can be optimized to the client’s needs. The standard set-up includes three proximity pads and a switch, but is expandable to four proximity pads and four switches, making the Ultra Pro i-Drive the most adaptive head array on the market.

Our Head Array Advantage
The advanced electronics and programming isn’t the only thing that makes Stealth’s i-Drive unique. With our head array you are able to customize the pads in order to match your seating system, wheelchair, or your client’s personality. To order download the order form or contact us.